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Town government in Virginia is surely one
of the most neglected areas of research in the
Commonwealth. At first glance, the towns'
population totals seem to indicate that this
neglect is warranted, for the 188 towns in
Virginia account for only about 7 percent of
the total state population and 11 percent of
the total population residing in the counties. 1
However, towns do account for 58 percent of
the state's 324 units of local general purpose
government (counties, cities, and towns),
and only twenty-one of the state's ninety-five
counties have no incorporated towns within
their boundaries.
Furthermore, the significance of towns in
Virginia cannot be judged solely on the basis
of statistics. Many residents are justifiably
proud of the lifestyle associated with their
towns and of the long and historic tradition
of their town governments (seven of Virginia's towns were incorporated before 1800). In
addition, although many towns in Virginia
are quite small in terms of population, they
nonetheless possess a wide array of legal
powers and responsibilities that define, to a
degree, their relationship with the counties in
which they are located. An analysis of the
ways in which counties and towns work
together or at cross-purposes can add to the
understanding of Virginia local government
as well as provide insights into intergovernmental relations. As a step toward further
encouraging the study of town governments

in Virginia, this news letter focuses on towncounty relations, long overshadowed by the
more controversial patterns of city-county
relations.

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The traditional distinction made in the
United States between counties and municipal corporations (towns and cities) has been
that counties are established as administrative and territorial subdivisions of the state,
while municip~l corporations are established
by an area's residents for the purpose of
providing local serviCes that are neither
needed nor wanted by the surrounding area.
The Commonwealth of Virginia historically
recognized this distinction by giving cities
and towns broader powers to offer local
services such as garbage collection, street
lighting, and fire protection. However, as the
twentieth century's rapidly expanding population began to spill over the boundaries of
cities and towns, many once-rural counties
found themselves with suburban concentrations of populations needing municipal-type
local services as well. To help meet this
demand, the Commonwealth has gradually
given counties more discretion and powers
regarding county management and service
provision. In 1966, the General Assembly
granted to counties many of the powers it
had already granted to cities and towns.
Similarly, the 1971 Constitution blurs the
traditional distinction by dealing with
counties, cities, and towns in a single local

government article. The 1971 Constitution
also for the first time gave constitutional
recognition to Virginia's cities as independent incorporated communities not a part of
the adjacent county. It goes on then to define
towns as "any existing town or an incorporated community within one or more
counties which has become a town as
provided by law" (Article V!I, Section I),
thus explicitly adopting the principle that a
town, unlike a city, iegally remains a part of
the county in which it is located, its residents
subject to county taxes and entitled to many
county services. Towns may become cities if
they have a minimum p.opulation of 5,000
and meet other conditions set by state law;
currently, -sixteen Virginia towns meet the
population standard. 2
Towns are distributed fairly evenly
throughout the counties in most parts of the
state, except in the Northern eck and
Richmond suburban areas, where few
communities are incorporated. While most
2The moratorium on the transition of towns to cities, due to
expire July 1, 1980, was part of a broader temporary moratorium
on city-initiated annexations enacted by the General Assembly in
the early 1970s to give that body tim to fi d a olu.tion to orne
critical problems in city-eounty relations. In 1979 the General
Assembly enacted a package of legislation that revised the
annexation statutes, some of the formulas determining state aid to
localities, and the provisions for towns becoming cities. The
conditions under which towns can become cities, too numerous to
explain here, are set forth in Virginia code, sees. 15.1-977.23 and
15.1-982.1 through 15.1-1009.

'Population figures are derived by the authors from data in U.S.
Bureau of the Census, Population Estimates and Projections1977 Population Estimates/or Counties and Incorporated Places
in Virginia. Series P-25, No. 859 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Government Printing Office, November 1979), pp. 5-8. The Town
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of Draper in Pulaski County is not included in the count of 188
towns because no municipal officers are elected in the town.
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numerous to name here, who contributed their time and
insights to this study.
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IIcounties have from one to three towns within
their boundaries, some counties have as
many as six or seven-and Accomack has
fourteen. The vast majority of Virginia's
towns are small; 104 of thenl have under
1,000 residents. Even so, the towns range in
size from Duffield in Scott County, with a
population of 63, all the way to Blacksburg,
in Montgomery County, which has a
population of 27,693. The size of the town in
proportion to the total county population
also varies widely. In Montgomery County,
67 percent of the residents live within the
county's two incorporated towns, while only
0.5 percent of Albemarle County's population resides in Scottsville, the county's only
town.
Towns can expand their populations and
their boundaries through annexation proceedings. Under Virginia's annexation laws,
towns have the right to petition the circuit
court for the purpose of annexing county
property into the town's corporate limits. In
addition, county residents in adjacent areas
can petition the court directly for annexation
into a town. Although areas annexed by a
town remain a part of the county, town
annexation may still be controversial,
particularly if the town meets or is close to
meeting the population standards for
becoming a city. Also, the county may lose
some revenue from the annexed area
because some town levies pre-empt county
ones. Thus, town annexations may affect
county collections from the business, professional, and occupational license tax; the
utility license tax; the utility consumer tax;
the motor vehicle license tax; and the county
1 percent retail sales tax. However, the
property tax revenues of a county are not
reduced by town annexations; any town
levies on property are added on to existing
county ones. A recurring issue in towncounty relations is whether or not town
residents receive a fair share of county
services in return for the taxes paid by town
residents.

ROLES OF THE COUNTY AND TOWN

The roles of the county and the town are
defined both by their traditional legal status
and by changing demography. In its role as a
subdivision of the state, the county still
retains primary responsibility for election
administration and has specified duties in
connection with the state court system as
well. Also counties, unlike towns, must have
elected constitutional officers, whose duties
are considered partly state and partly local in
nature. (The state statutes do allow two of
the county's constitutional officers-the
commissioner of revenue and the treasurerto be appointed to similar positions by the
town government.)
Some local functions that are considered
to be of statewide importance also have been
traditionally within the county's domain. In
education, for instance, only four towns in
the state are separate school divisions, while
the remainder of the towns are included in
county divisions. Similarly, towns in practice have no responsibility for the provision
of public health and welfare services, which
are provided by the counties under the

regulation of the state and federal governments.
While the county has retained the major
responsibility for these functions, the growth
of suburban areas has caused the county also
to enter into the delivery of municipal-type
services once considered the exclusive
purview of the towns. For example, towns
and counties now have similar grants of
authority to create many public works,
including water, sewer, electrical, gas, and
other utility systems; to provide for garbage
collection; and to manage solid waste
disposal. They also have similar powers in
many other areas of activity, including
libraries, recreation, and planning and zoning.
Planning and zoning, particularly, reflect
a major expansion of the county's role
through both mandatory and permissive
legislation. The state now requires every
locality to appoint a planning commission,
to develop a comprehensive plan, and to
enact ordinances regulating subdivisions. In
addition, counties as Well·· as·· towns are
finding zoning to be a useful tool in the
regulation of growth and land use. The state
has been fairly firm in assigning to towns the
power to plan and zone within their
corporate boundaries, while limiting the
county's jurisdiction to unincorporated
areas only. This general rule holds true for
zoning purposes and, except in three
counties, for subdivision regulations as well.
However, the county's comprehensive plan,
under some conditions, may include town
territory, although the plan has no legal
status therein unless approved by the town
council. Likewise, the town's plan may be
extended to adjacent county areas under
similar conditions and upon approval by the
county board of supervisors.
Counties have even entered an area of
public service perhaps most closely associated with municipal government-the protection of property. Both counties and towns
may establish their own fire departments;
alternatively, they may appropriate funds to
volunteer companies for equipment and
physical facilities. (Volunteer squads also
generally provide emergency rescue services
and are supported by contributions from the
county or the town, or both.) For many
years, municipalities and counties have been
involved in law enforcement, the former
through the operation of a police department and the latter through the operation of
the sheriffs department, with only a few
counties authorized to establish a police
department. However, effective July 1,1980,
the authority to establish a police department will be extended to all counties in the
state. The county sheriffs department (or
police department) has the power within
town limits to enforce state criminal law and
county ordinances, but not town ordinances.
Town ordinances, of course, have no legal
effect beyond corporate limits. Effective July
1, 1980, however, any locality will have
police powers over property it owns that is
located outside its boundaries (e.g., reservoirs and sanitary landfills).
One clear and continuing distinction
between the functions of towns and of
counties involves the construction and
maintenance of streets and highways. All

towns over 3,500 population are responsible
for their own roads, except for interstate and
primary highways, whereas roads in all but
two counties, as well as in the small towns,
are part of the state's road and highway
system. In keeping with their general lack of
responsibility for roads, counties also have
only limited, specified powers of traffic
regulation. 3
In recognition of the growing interdependence of local governments and the
increasing potential for duplication of effort,
the state has encouraged interlocal cooperation through a broad grant of authority
allowing two or more jurisdictions to agree
to exercise jointly any power they can
exercise alone. In addition, the General
Assembly has enacted numerous statutes
authorizing interlocal cooperation in specific functional areas. Localities also may enter
into a number of interlocal agreements, such
as mutual aid assistance pacts and service
contracts. Thus, a legal framework exists for
towns and counties to work closely together
to deal with common problems.
SOURCES OF FRICTION

As this overview makes clear, the distinctions between the respective roles of the
county and the town are becoming increasingly blurred; the 188 towns and 95 counties
in the Commonwealth today possess similar
legal powers in many areas of their day-today operations. Even so, they are still quite
diverse in economics, geography, population, and traditions. Not surprisingly, then,
counties and towns have chosen to work out
their relationships in a variety of ways and
on the basis of a number of factors other
than just the legal powers encouraging
cooperation. In an attempt to find out more
about their relationships, personal and
telephone interviews were conducted with
numerous county and town officials.
Though not designed to yield quantifiable
data, these interviews make clear that a wide
variety of forces comes into play in towncounty relations.
One such set of forces consists of the way
in which counties and towns perceive
themselves and each other. Some towns, as a
matter of local civicpride-,
to handle as
many town affairs as possible without
county involvement or interference. This
attitude seems particularly apparent in
connection with certain services once unique
to municipalities but increasingly undertaken by counties as well-as, for example,
recreation. Counties tend to support consolidation of such services under their aegis to
avoid duplication; towns tend to resist such a
move, in part because they think that their
own programs are better than those of the
counties.
Behind the concern of some towns to keep
the county government at arm's length is a
firmly held view that historically they have
been treated as stepchildren by the county.
Whether correct or not, this perception
almost guarantees that where it prevails, any
interaction or cooperation with the county

want

3Arlington and Henrico counties have been given greater power
here, since they are responsible for the roads within their
boundaries.

will be regarded with suspicion and hostility.
But the past color counties' perceptions of
towns as well, for ome county respondents
expressed resentment that town officials
never seem to want to have anything to do
with them except when they need funds or
assistance.
It is not history alone that generates
conflict and friction, however. Rural residents may resent county funding of urbantype services mainly beneficial to town
residents, such as water and sewerage
systems or solid waste disposal. Town
dwellers, on the other hand, sometimes feel
that the county favors unincorporated areas
over incorporated ones in the provision of
services. For example, some counties help to
fund volunteer fire department throughout
the county, but the towns are expected to
supplement the county's effort by contributing to those departments serving the town's
population. Similarly, some towns complain
because the county will not assist them with
those town programs that also serve persons
living immediately beyond the town's
borders.
The root problem, of course, is the great
difficulty of ensuring, or even of getting
agreement on the principle, that towns and
non-town residents alike get only the public
services they pay for, and pay only for those
services they receive (and not for someone
else's). But even when services are evenly
distributed, disagreement between townspeople and others may still arise over the
proper level or quality of services. This is
readily apparent in the field of public
education. Town residents sometimes press
for higher teacher salaries, more capital
improvements, and a higher quality of
education than the other county residents
are willing to support. Difficulties can even
arise out of such seemingly innocuous
decisions as closing all county schoolsincluding those located within a townwhen snow has made rural roads impassable.
A town may have cleared its streets, but the
school for its children will still be closed.
Another issue with considerable potential
for muddying town-county relations is that
of annexation. Comments from respondents
reveal that in ome ca e the bitterness of
past annexation battles, particularly those
resulting in towns becoming-or threatening
to become-independent cities, has erected
barriers to cooperation that are difficult to
overcome. Even without that sort of legacy,
to many county officials the word "annexation" has negative connotations not always
related to its real impact. But the annexation
threat is a real one in those counties with
larger towns having the potential to become
cities. Fortunately, in some cases both sides
have recognized that a town's transition to
city status would result in a "no-win"
situation for both the county and the
municipality, forcing them to acknowledge
their interdependence and jointly to make
conscious efforts to solve their problems
without a change in status.
Geography can affect town-county relations in several ways. A town that is the
county seat, or i located near the county
seat, very likely will have more informal,
day-to-day contacts with county officials
than one that is a great distance away, in an

isolated part of the county. Some larger
counties report attempts to deal with the
geographical problem by locating branch
county offices in those towns distantly
located from the county seat. (If, however,
the county expects the town government to
contribute directly to the funding of these
offices, the effort may become a new source
of conflict.) Another county is combatting
the problem of geographical isolation for
one town through conscious efforts to
promote state improvements to farm-tomarket and secondary roads leading to the
town. A town's population relative to that of
the county is also significant, as is the«
presence of a city adjacent to the county. If
such a city is the county seat (as is the case
with almost 15 percent of the counties), the
county may be more inclined to enter into
cooperative arrangements with the city, to
the neglect of the town. Furthermore,
because the stakes in a county's relationship
with a city are so much higher (the
annexation problem), there is a tendency in
counties with adjacent cities for that relationship to overshadow their concern for
their own towns.
BASES FOR COOPERATION

From what has been said, it is evident that
town and county officials do sometimes find
ways to solve their problems amicably.
Whether or not they do so, respondents
insist, depends in no small part on the
personalities of the various officials and
leaders involved. Personality seems to be
especially important in the relationships
between law enforcement agencies; it was
frequently cited as an important reason for a
good (or bad) working relationship between
the county sheriffs department and town
police. But the influence of individual
personalities is not peculiar to that area.
Town mayors and chairmen of county
boards of supervisors in sonie counties make
it a point to meet frequently for informal,
congenial discussion of mutual problems
and concerns, while in other counties they
are continuously at loggerheads with each
other. No doubt objective factors are
involved in the contrasting situations, but
both town and county officials repeatedly
stressed the importance of the personal
factor in bridging their differences.
The presence of professional administrators is also invaluable in fostering cooperation and communication between counties
and towns. Town managers and county
administrators alike report frequent informal exchanges and contacts with their
counterparts in other localities as a routine
part of their job. Also, town managers and
county administrators are much more likely
to view town-county problems in an 0 bjective, nonpartisan fashion and may be better
able than local elected officials to defuse
highly controversial issues and to work
together to discover possible solutions and
compromises. Coordination of administrative functions such as data processing,
purchasing, and building inspections are
becoming more common as town and county
administrators seek ways to cut governmental costs.
Effective communication is obviously
crucial if county and town governments are

going to be able to identify their common
problems and arrive at workable, mutually
acceptable solutions. Virginia's towns and
counties have experimented with a variety of
both formal and informal methods to
improve communication. Among formal
means, perhaps the one most frequently tried
or considered is joint meetings of county and
town governing bodies. Wythe County has
found quarterly joint meetings of the county
board of supervisors and its two town
councils to be successful. Another method
sometimes used is for a representative from
one governmental body-such as the mayor
or the chairman of the board of
supervisors-to attend the other's meetings.
Communication is also facilitated if the
county supervisor whose election district
includes a particular town is an effective
advocate for the town with issues that come
before the county board. Unfortunately, that
is easier said than done; one of the most
frequently voiced complaints of town officials is that town interests are not adequately
represented at the county level. Communication is also aided if a county and its towns
establish joint single-issue committees,
appointed as needed, for the study of
mutual problems. Additional communication methods are annual joint meetings of
the town and county governing bodies with
their General Assembly delegates and the
exchange of a variety of written materials,
including the minutes of county board and
town council meetings.
Some governmental activities by their
very nature encourage cooperation. Planning is a good example. Because planning
clearly has ramifications that go beyond
governmental boundaries, it necessitates a
close
working
relationship
between
jurisdictions-one often achieved through
the planning commissions themselves. Some
town councils, with the approval of the
county board, designate the county planning
commission as the town commission. In
several cases, the county comprehensive plan
incorporates those of its towns, and one
county planning commission routinely
consults the appropriate town commission
before undertaking any actions affecting the
town.
Despite these and similar methods of
coordination, conflict may also arise between a county and its towns due to basic
differences in planning orientation (or to
poor communication). While recognizing
the desirability of encouraging growth in the
vicinity of existing towns, county leaders
admit that they are sometimes reluctant to
channel growth into areas they may not
control in the future because of possible
town annexations and even transition of
towns to cities. Towns, for their part, may be
upset if the county does not plan for growth
(or the right kind of growth) in their vicinity.
Recent legislation removing extraterritorial
powers from most counties and towns may
exacerbate the possibilities of disagreement
in this regard. The interviews conducted
make it obvious that failure to communicate
in the planning process can lead to disgruntlement, anger, and the duplication of
services. In one instance, a county recreational project intended also to serve a small
town did not include swimming facilities

wanted by the town. The town, which had
not been consulted during the planning of
the county project, then decided to develop
its own facility and requested the county's
financial assistance to do so-a request that
caused the county some consternation.
Finally, amid the multiplicity of factors
that can determine the course of towncounty relations, one should note the crucial
importance of politics. Electoral or other
political considerations sometimes lead
candidates for the county board of supervisors to commit. themselves to being, in effect,
town spokesmen on the county board. Other
instances are reported in which town leaders
have organized political moves to achieve
effective representation on, if not outright
control of, the county board. But the
political process does not always work to
harmonize town and county interests.
According to some local officials, candidates
for the county board sometimes downplay
the importance of the town and emphasize
instead the value of concern for the county as
a whole. "lie politics of town council
elections may also reflect mixed tendencies,
with some campaigns stressing the need
aggressively to seek county aid and support,
while the goal of others is to preserve town
independence to the greatest extent possible.
The political interaction between towns and
counties is further complicated by the fact
that county elections are partisan in nature,
while town elections are often to varying
degrees nonpartisan.
COOPERATION AND FINANCES

At the heart of many aspects of towncounty cooperation are financial considerations. Financial pressure can be a major
force promoting cooperative ventures such
as water and sewerage operations that are
prohibitively expensive for a single small
government to support. For example, the six
towns in Southampton County have asked
the county to assume full responsibility for
the town-operated water systems. While the
county has been reluctant to agree to the
towns' request, it has been performing the
maintenance for the systems and is initiating
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twenty years in exchange for partial county
financing of the water system serving the
town and its surrounding area. In addition,
the town has.agreed not to promote or seek
annexation'actively for the same twenty-year
period, although citizen-initiated annexations are still permissible. Agreements based
on a sharing of finances may become more
common in the future, in part encouraged by
1979 legislation that allows counties not
immune from annexation and their towns to
enter into agreements that both define town
annexation rights and provide for a sharing
of resources and liability.4
CONCLUSION

Town-county relations in Virginia cover a
broad spectrum. In some instances, it is fair
to say, towns have had little political
influence, and town-county relations have
been so distant that the towns have withdrawn as much as possible from any
interactions with the county. Similarly,
counties have sometimes felt so victimized
by past town actions (particularly in the
event of town transition to city status) that
they are extremely wary of any town
attempts to strengthen their own positions.
However, it is encouraging that some
counties and towns have recognized their
mutual needs and have successfully developed good working relationships, including
a variety of cooperative agreements, to
ensure their continued well-being.
That line of development is not necessarily
the direction of the future. Some observers
believe that the expanded role of the county
and the small size of many of the towns have
left the towns with few reasons for existence.
Others are staunch defenders of the town's
role in the intergovernmental scheme.
Whatever the ultimate prospects for the
town as a governmental unit, for now the
welfare of the Commonwealth's counties
and towns depends heavily on their willingness to continue to search for the most
effective and economical ways to coexist.
4Virginia Code, sec. 15.1-1058.1.
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a regional water system that includes one of
the towns.
Even when financial ~onsiderations are
not the primary motive for a cooperative
effort, the localities involved are still faced
with decisions about the allocation of
costs-as, for example, the financing for
volunteer fire departments that serve both
the town and the county. Often, the town
pays for most or all of the building and land
costs, while both jurisdictions share in the
purchase of equipment. Some counties and
towns have developed innovative financial
.arrangements for law enforcement services.
Thus, the Town of West Point contracts with
the sheriffs department of King William
County for full-time police protection. In
Southampton County, three towns have a
written agreement with the county whereby a
deputy sheriff is assigned to each town. In
return, each town pays one-half of the
expenses for its resident deputy, with the
county paying the other half.
Cooperative arrangements may also grow
out of the need to ensure the future economic
health of both the county and the town. This
is particularly applicable when a town is
already eligible (or will soon be) to become a
city. The Town of Wytheville's petition for
city status was the impetus for a revenuesharing agreement between Wythe County
and its two towns. According to the terms of
the agreement, a designated portion of the
county's total 1 percent sales tax revenue is
paid to each of the two towns; in return, the
towns agree not to incorporate as cities. (In
actuality, the possibility of city status for the
second town, Rural Retreat, is remote
because of its small size.) This course of
events has served as a catalyst for the
development of a closer working relationship between the county and the towns in
other matters as well.
The motivations behind joint agreements
cannot always be neatly categorized. An
interesting example of an agreement generated by several forces involves a fifty-year
agreement between Roanoke County and
the Town of Vinton. In essence, the town has
given up its right to seek city status for

